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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f:l = (g>, £?/J, I) be a generalized quadrangle of order (s, t). For a fixed point p, define 
the following condition: (M)p For any two lines L, M of f:l incident with p, the group of 
collineations of f:l fixing L and M pointwise and p linewise is transitive on the lines (~L) 
incident with a given point x on L (x ~ p ). 
Then f:l is said to satisfy condition (M) provided it satisfies (M)p for all points p e g>, 
Let (N/) be the dual of (M). If f:l satisfies both (M) and (!vi) and if s ~ 1 ~ t, it is called 
a Moufang generalized quadrangle [12], and by a celebrated theorem of Tits [11, 13] a 
thick generalized quadrangle is a Moufang generalized quadrangle iff it is one ofthe classical 
examples or their duals. Recently Tits proved that the theorem is also valid in the infinite 
case [13, 14]. 
Another characterization of all classical generalized quadrangles was given by Bueken­
hout and Lefevre [2]: The generalized quadrangle f:l of order (s, t) is classical iff it is 
embeddable in a projective space PG(n, s). In the infinite case the theorem was proved 
by K. J. Dienst [4]. 
Here we introduce a new condition (A), and its dual (A.), for generalized quadrangles 
(Section 3), and we show (Section 4) that a thick generalized quadrangle is a classical or 
a dual classical generalized quadrangle iff it satisfies. one of the conditions (A) or (A.). 
Finally, in Section 5 a new characterization of the dual of T(O), the Tits' quadrangle 
arising from an ovoid 0, is given. 
2. BAsic CoNCEPTS AND RESULTS 
A generalized quadrangle of order (s, t) (s ;;:.1, t ;;:.1) is an incidence structure f:l = 
(g>, £?/J, I) with pointset g>, lineset 'ga, and symmetric point-line incidence relation I 
satisfying the following axioms: 
(i) Each point (resp. line) is incident with 1+ t lines (resp. 1+s points). 
(ii) Two points are incident with at most one line. 
(iii) Ifxis a point not incident with a line L, there is a unique point-line pair (y, M) e g> x f1J 
with xiMiyiL. 
If s ~ 1 ~ t, f:l is called thick. When the points x, y (resp. lines L, M) of f:l are collinear 
(resp. concurrent), we write x- y (resp. L-M); otherwise xi- y (resp. Lf-M). For 
(x,L)eg>x:?IJ put x_l_={yeg>IIY-x} and L_I_={Me£?/JIIL-M}. The trace of a pair of 
distinct points (x, y) is defined to be the set x_l_ n y_l_ and is denoted {x, y}_~_.More generally, 
if A c g>, A "perp." is defined by A_~_= n{x_l_llx eA}. For x ~ y, the span of the pair (x, y) 
is {x,y}_~__~_={ueg>lluez_l_ for all zex_l_ny_l_}. And the closure of the pair (x,y) is 
cl (x, y) = {z e g>llz_l_ n{x, y }_~__~_ ~ 0}. We say that the pair (x, y) is regular if either x- y 
or x f- y and l{x, y}_~__~_I = t +1. The point x is regular provided (x, y) is regular for all 
y e g>, y ~ x. If f:l contains a regular pair of non-collinear points, then s = 1 or s ;;:. t. A 
triad (of points) is a triple of pairwise non-collinear points. 
There is a point-line duality for generalized quadrangles (of order (s, t)) which inter­
changes "point" and "line", interchanges sand t, in any definition or theorem. Normally, 
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we assume without further notice that the dual of a given theorem or definition is also 
given. A line Lis coregular provided each point incident with Lis regular. 
The generalized quadrangle arising from a non-singular hyperquadric Q of index 2 
in PG(d, q), d = 3, 4 or 5, is denoted by Q(d, q); the generalized quadrangle arising 
from a non-singular Hermitian variety H in PG(d, q2), d =3 or 4, is denoted by H(d, q2); 
the generalized quadrangle formed by the points of PG(3, q) together with all totally 
isotropic lines with respect to a symplectic polarity of PG(3, q) is denoted by W(3, q). 
These are the so-called classical generalized quadrangles. We remark that W(3, q) is 
isomorphic to the dual of Q(4, q), that H(3, q2) is isomorphic to the dual of Q(S, q), 
and that all classical generalized quadrangles but 0(3, q) are thick [10]. 
The Tits' quadrangle arising from an ovoid 0 of PG(3, q) [3] will be denoted by T((J). 
It is isomorphic to Q(S, q) iff 0 is an elliptic quadric [10]. 
The generalized quadrangle 5f is said to satisfy property (H) provided x E cl(y, z) implies 
y Ecl(x, z) for any triad (x, y, z ). Also we introduce the following axiom (D): If l~o /2, 
mt. m2, Ut. u2, nt are distinct points for which It-1-m2, It -/2, mt- m2, It- Ut- mt. 
/2- u2- m2, Ut- u2, It- nt- mt and for which ltl2, mtm2, ltUt. Utmt, l2u2, u2m2, UtU2, 
Itnt. ntmt are distinct lines, then there exists a point n2 with /2- n2- m2 and nt- n2. 
Theorem (a) and the dual of (b) are proved in [10, 8] and [9] respectively. 
(a) If 5I satisfies property (H), then one of the following must occur: 
(i) each point of 5f is regular (implying s = 1 or s;:;;. t), 
(ii) l{x, y}J.j_l = 2 for all x, y E PJ> with x -1- y, or 
(iii) 5f is isomorphic to H(4, s). 
(b) If 2 < t < s and 5f contains a coregular line L such that (D) is satisfied whenever 
It or 12 is on L, then s = t 2 and 5f is isomorphic to the dual of a T((J) of Tits. 
If5I is a generalized quadrangle with parameters s, t, where 2 < t < s, for which each 
point is regular and for which (D) is satisfied, then t 2 = s and 5f is isomorphic to 
H(3, s). 
From (b) there easily follows 
(c) If 2 < t < s and 5I contains a coregular line L such that (D) is satisfied whenever 
It (resp. 12) is on L, then s = t 2 and 5f is isomorphic to the dual of a T((J) of Tits. 
PROOF OF (c). Suppose that (D) is satisfied whenever It is on the coregular line L. 
Then we prove that (D) holds whenever /2 is on L. Since /2 is on L, the point /2 is 
regular. If /z- m~o then u2, m~o It E {12 , Ut}-L, and so m2 -l~o a contradiction. So we always 
have /z -1- mt. Let Vz be a point for which Vz -/2, v2 - m2 and V2 ~ u2 • Then, by axiom 
(D), there is a point Vt such that Vt -l~o Vt- m~o Vt- v2• Since /2 -1- mt we have Vt ~ Ut. 
From /2-1- mt it also follows that the point Vt is uniquely defined by v2 , and that v2~ Vt 
defines an injection from {12, m2}-L-{u2} into {l~o mt}-L-{ut}. Since 1Hz. mz}-L-{uzH = 
l{lt. mt}-L -{utH = t, the injection v2 ~Vt is a bijection from {/2 , m2}-L -{u2} onto {It, mt}-L­
{ut}. It immediately follows that (D) is satisfied whenever /2 is on L. And so, the first 
part of Theorem (b) applies. 
The other case is completely analogous. 
3. PROPERTIES (A) AND (A) 
Let 5f = (PJ>, IJJ, I) be a generalized quadrangle of order (s, t). If iJJ J.j_ ={{x, y}J.j_, x -1- y}, 
then let gH = (PJ>, IJJJ.j_, E). For x E PJ> we say 5f satisfies property (A)x if for any M = 
{y,z}J.j_EiJJJ.j_ with xe{y,z}-L, and any uecl(y,z)n(x-L-{x}) (or u~x and uixk for 
some k EM) with ueM, the substructure of gH generated by M and u is a dual affine 
plane. The generalized quadrangle 5f is said to satisfy property (A) if it satisfies (A)x for 
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all x E rJ'>. The duals of these properties are denoted resp. (ri)L and (A). We notice that 
property (A) is equivalent to the following: if M = {y, z}_j_j_ E 9lJ LL and u E cl(y, z ), u eMu 
Ml., then u and M generate a dual affine plane in f/1.1.. 
4. THEOREM 
The thick generalized quadrangle f:f is a classical or a dual classical generalized 
quadrangle iff it satisfies one of the conditions (A) or (A.). 
PROOF. It is not difficult (and an interesting exercise) to check that a thick classical 
or dual classical generalized quadrangle satisfies one of the conditions (A) or (A.). 
Next let us assume that the thick generalized quadrangle f:f = (rJ'>, flJ, I) satisfies (A). 
We shall prove that property (H) is satisfied. So we consider a triad (u, y, z) for which 
u E cl(y, z ). Let 7T' be the dual affine plane generated by {y, z }_j_j_ and u in f/1.1.. Evidently 
{z, u}H is a line of 'TT'. In 7T' the pointy is not collinear with exactly one point of {z, u}_j_j_, 
i.e., in [;f the point y is collinear with exactly one point of {z, u}H. Hence y E cl(z, u), 
and so (H) is satisfied. 
Now we assume that f:f;t=H(4, s). If l{y, z}_j_j_l = 2 for ally, z E rJ'> with y-f- z, then for 
any M={y,z}_j_j_E91J_j_j_ and any uEcl(y,z)-{y,z}l. with ueM (such au exists by 
the thickness of f:f), the substructure of gH generated by M and u has three points and 
consequently is not a dual affine plane, a contradiction. Then, from Section 2, it follows 
that every point of f:f is regular. Since f:f is thick we have t ¥ 1 and s ""t. If s = t, then 
it is well known that f:f is isomorphic to W(3, s) [10]. If t = 2 < s, then f:f is isomorphic 
to H(3, 4) [5, 6, 7]. Hence we now suppose that 2 < t < s. 
We shall prove that f:f satisfies property (D). Consider points l1. 12, m1. m2, u1. u2, 
n1 as in axiom (D). Since the pair (/2, m2) is regular the point u1 is element of cl(/2, m2). 
We consider the dual affine plane 7T' generated by {12, m2}H and u1in f/1.1.. Lines of 7T' are 
{h, u1}H and {m2, u1}H. Since l1 (resp. m1) is an element of {u1. h}J. (resp. {u1. m2}J.), 
the line 11n1 (resp. m1n1) contains a point r (resp. r') of {u1. 12}_j_j_ (resp. {u1, m2}_j_j_). Then 
R = {r, r'}_j_j_ is a line of 'TT'. As any two lines of 7T' intersect, the lines {12, m2}H and R of 
7T' have a point r" in common. We haver"- n1. If n2is the point of n1r" which is collinear 
(in f:f) with l2, then m2 E{h, r"}_j_j_ and n2 E{l2, r"}l. imply n2- m2. Hence n2- n1. n2-12, 
and n2- m2. Consequently (D) is satisfied, and so f:f is isomorphic to H(3, s). 
We have proved that if the thick quadrangle f:f satisfies (A), thea f:f is isomorphic to 
H(4,s), W(3,s), or H(3,s). Hence, if the thick quadrangle f:f satisfies one of the 
conditions (A) or (A.), then it is isomorphic to H(4, s), the dual of H(4, t), W(3, s), 
0(4, s), H(3, s) or 0(5, s). 
5. THEOREM 
Let f:f be a thick generalized quadrangle with s ¥ t. Then f:f is isomorphic to the dual of 
a Tits' quadrangle T(O), arising from an ovoid 0, iff (A)x is satisfied for all points x 
incident with some coregular line L. 
PROOF. Let f:f be the dual of the Tits' quadrangle T(O) arising from the ovoid 0 of 
PG(3, q). Then property (A)x is satisfied for every point x incident with the (coregular) 
line of type (iii) [3]. 
Now let f:f be a thick generalized quadrangle with s ¥ t such that (A)x is satisfied for 
every point x on some core gular line L, Since f:f contains regular points and 1< s ¥ t, 
we have s > t > 1. We shall prove that (D) is satisfied whenever 11is on L. Hence consider 
points l1. 12, m1, m2, u1. u2, n1 as in axiom (D). Since the pair {12, u1) is regular the 
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point n1 is an element of cl(/2, Ut). We consider the dual affine plane 7T generated by 
{l2, Ut}u and n1in Yu. Lines of 7T are {uh nt}u and {12, n1}u. Since u2 (resp. m1) is an 
element of {l2, u1V (resp. {uh nt}J.), the line u2m2 (resp. mtm2) contains a point r (resp. r') 
of {12 , u 1}u (resp. {uh n 1}u).l Then R ={r, r'}J.J. is a line of 7T. As any two lines of 7T 
intersect, the lines {l2, nt}u and R of 7T have a point r" in common. We haver"- m2. If n2 
is the point of m2r" which is collinear (in Y) with l1., then from n1E {12, r"}u and 
n2 E{l2, r"}J. it follows that n2- n1. Hence n2- n1. n2 -12, and n2- m2. Consequently D) is 
satisfied. If t ~ 2, Theorem (c) in Section 2 tells us that s = t2 and that Yis isomorphic to the 
dual of a Tits' quadrangle T(0) arising from an ovoid 0. If t = 2, then it is well known that 9' 
is isomorphic to H(3, 4), the unique generalized quadrangle of order (4.2) [5, 6, 7]. 
CoROLLARIES 
(a) Let Y be a thick generalized quadrangle with s ~ t and s odd. Then Y is isomorphic 
to H(3, s) iff (A)x is satisfied for all points x incident with some co regular line L. 
PROOF. If Y=H(3, s), then (A)x is satisfied for every point x of Y. Conversely, if 
(A)x is satisfied for all points x incident with some coregular line L, then 9' is isomorphic 
to the dual of T(O) for some ovoid 0. Since s is odd, 0 is an elliptic quadric [1], and so 
T(O) =0(5, s). Hence Y=H(3, s). 
(b) Let Y be a thick generalized quadrangle with s ~ t and all points regular. Then Y 
is isomorphic to H(3, s) iff (A)x is satisfied for all points x incident with some line L. 
PROOF. If Y=H(3, s), then (A)x is satisfied for every point x of 9'. Conversely, if 
(A)x is satisfied for all points x incident with some coregular line L, then 9' is isomorphic 
to the dual of T(O) for some ovoid 0. Since all points of 9' are regular, all lines of T(O) are 
regular, and so all ovals on 0 are conics. Consequently 0 is an elliptic quadratic [1]. Hence 
T(O) = 0(5, s) and so Y=H(3, s). 
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